CRIME TIP ON CRIMES OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING
PLANNED TO BEGIN SEPTEMBER 14 IN SAN MIGUEL, ARIZONA

The woman I nicknamed “Magda” is a human trafficker who has permanent residence in Tucson. She
has been an NSA agent since 2013. She is Native American but not a member of the Tohono O’Odham
Nation.
On August 26, 2018 “Magda” broke the law against conspiracy to commit kidnapping, poisoning, assault,
rape, child sex abuse, theft, murder, and trafficking in persons with 288 co-conspirators.
Of the 288 co-conspirators: 1 of them is a trafficker who is a citizen of Mexico, 13 of them are paid
permanent employees of No More Deaths, and 274 of them are members of the Tohono O’Odham
Nation. This felony conspiracy was based on the trafficker leading citizens of Mexico immigrating illegally
across the border out to where they would collapse from poisoning; then members of the Tohono
O’Odham nation would pick over them and identify the men and women of age to be trafficked and the
children, leaving the grandparents to die. The poisoning will take place through the jugs of water left out
for them by No More Deaths being drugged with GHB. The kidnapping is planned to take place unarmed,
as the immigrants will have already been affirmed with fact-checking on lie-detector machines as
drugged with GHB and hunted using the lie-detector machines to locate them.
The dates of the planned crimes of human trafficking are the dates that the illegal immigrants are
scheduled to cross the border from Mexico to Arizona: September 14, 18, 23, October 4, 10, 16, and 19.
There are 336 crime victims these crimes have been planned to be committed upon.
This crime tip was submitted to www.88Crime.org on September 6, 2018. No police action was taken to
stop these crimes of human trafficking after this crime tip was provided. These crimes are planned to
continue past October 19th.
100% of the permanent paid employees of 88 Crime who have worked at 88Crime as their regular day
job in August and September 2018 have not spent any money on groceries in 2018. This census was
conducted on September 12, 2018.

